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Fasterholt Maskinfabrik is the 
world’s leading manufacturer of 
self-moving irrigation machines
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Technical data for FM 4550/4550H:

Size of hose:    max 675/100 mm – max 550/110 mm
Total length:    830 cm
Length without 
pull:      600 cm
Height:      365 cm
Total weight w. water:  8,096/8,256 kg.
Wheel gauge:    mid-mid:  180/200 cm

Size of wheels:    rear wheel:12.4”x36”x10 PR
     front wheel: 13.0”/75x16”/10 PR

Dealer:

 Manufacturer: 
 Fasterholt Maskinfabrik A/S · DK-7330 Brande · Tel. +45 9718 8066
 www.fasterholt.dk
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Here you see FM 4550/4550H prepared for hydraulic brakes 
(optional). The gear selector and the handlebar for rotation and 
propulsion are located on the right hand side.

To ensure optimum protection against wind and weather, comput-
er and battery are fitted in a separate junction box. The machine 
is equipped as standard with Nortoft Program Regn 10-12 with 
zone irrigation, pre-and post-irrigation as well as setting of speed, 
clock, and mm of precipitation.

Here is the solar cell for charging the battery. There is also 
a charger included as standard equipment. This machine is 
equipped with 2 solar cells, as it is also fitted with Tele-Rain 
(optional) and therefore requires an additional solar cell.

The machine is equipped with the powerful and incredibly durable 
Nelson SR 150 gun with slow reverse, providing a smooth and 
quiet operation with minimum wear and tear, which means that 
the gun has a long life.

Fasterholt’s own part-power turbine is fitted with double pump 
(standard equipment). It provides a great variety of speed set-
tings, and the stability of oil supply to the engine oil provides safe 
and easy propulsion of the machine.

The FM 4550 is equipped with belt drive as standard. Here you 
can see the reliable piston pump for the H models.

On the front page you can see how the large side screen is 
opened for easy maintenance.
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